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Pattern formation mechanisms of a reaction-diffusion-advection system, with one diffusivity, differential
advection, and �Robin� boundary conditions of Danckwerts type, are being studied. Pattern selection requires
mapping the domains of coexistence and stability of propagating or stationary nonuniform solutions, which for
the general case of far from instability onsets, is conducted using spatial dynamics and numerical continua-
tions. The selection is determined by the boundary conditions which either preserve or destroy the translational
symmetry of the model. Accordingly, we explain the criterion and the properties of stationary periodic states if
the system is bounded and show that propagation of nonlinear waves �including solitary� against the advective
flow corresponds to coexisting family that emerges nonlinearly from a distinct oscillatory Hopf instability.
Consequently, the resulting pattern selection is qualitatively different from the symmetric finite wavenumber
Turing or Hopf instabilities.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The display of spatiotemporal self-organization by out of
equilibrium systems is both rich and profound �1�. Reaction-
diffusion �RD� systems constitute a major part in the study of
self-organization �2–4�; theoretical and experimental studies
in this framework showed many similarities between such
seemingly different media such as chemical liquid-phase re-
actions and developmental biology systems �5,6�. While tra-
ditionally analysis �linear or weakly nonlinear� near critical
point is implemented �7,8�, many behaviors far from any
onset cannot be captured via the center manifold framework,
including pattern selection mechanisms, the respective basins
of attraction, and the effect of boundary conditions �BCs�
�1,9�. To this end, coupling between spatial dynamics and
numerical continuation methods has proven efficient to in-
vestigate nonlinear behavior in RD type systems �for ex-
ample, see �10–18��, and in particular successful in advanc-
ing the mechanisms behind localized states that are
reversible in space �19�.

Open flow systems, where the transport is controlled by
both diffusion and a symmetry-breaking �differential� advec-
tion, and thus often referred to as reaction-diffusion-
advection �RDA� systems �20�, have attracted less attention
in spite of their significance in technological and biological
systems. Particularly, under certain conditions the flow may
increase the stability of a system since weak perturbations
are advected and on finite domains disappear from the sys-
tem �21�. Although RDA systems impose a spatial symmetry
breaking, they display a large plethora of qualitatively simi-
lar spatiotemporal phenomena in a wide range of contexts
�22–36�, including traveling waves �TW� and stationary pe-
riodic �SP� states. Theoretical understanding of the effect of
nonlinear instabilities and BCs on pattern selection in RDA

systems was attempted through a weakly nonlinear analysis
�26,29,37–40�; however, a framework that reveals the
mechanistic understanding of the far from instability onsets
behaviors is still missing.

Here we suggest a generalized methodology for the pri-
mary nonlinear �far from any instability point� properties and
pattern selection mechanisms of periodic and localized states
in an RDA system. As we show in Sec. II, our methods are
based on linear analysis on unbounded domains followed by
a numerical continuation of nonlinear solutions on periodic
domains; the results both predict �amplitude and wavelength�
and agree with direct numerical computations of a model
equation with realistic BCs. Through a minimal model, we
show that the key to nonlinear pattern selection lies in un-
folding the coexistence regions of nonuniform solutions. The
latter can be available using ideas from spatial dynamics
�10–18�, i.e., looking at steady states in a comoving refer-
ence. Furthermore, we explain using translational symmetry
considerations of spatial solutions that BCs in a laboratory
reference act as a selection mechanism �effective stabiliza-
tion� to form either propagating or stationary states.

This type of analysis allows us also understanding of the
onset of upstream propagating �against the advective direc-
tion� waves and the accompanied excitable pulses regions, as
described in Sec. IV; the latter are beyond the scope of
weakly nonlinear analysis �1,29�. The insights in principle,
appear as model independent and thus their validity to a
broad class of simple RDA models is anticipated �22–36�;
examples may include chemical reactions subjected to an
electric field �41�, membrane reactors �42�, axial segmenta-
tion in vertebrates �43,44�, biochemical oscillations in an
amoeboid organism Physarum �45�, autocatalytic reactions
on a rotating disk �46�, and vegetation patterns �47�. In Sec.
V, we discuss the generality of the results in more detail.

II. MODEL EQUATIONS AND LOCAL BIFURCATIONS

We begin, without a loss of generality, with an RDA
model of a membrane �or cross-flow� reactor, which in di-
mensionless form reads �42�
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The equations represent a tubular reactor with continuous
feeding and cooling in which an exothermic �Arrhenius ki-
netics� reaction takes place

f�u,v� = Da�1 − u�e�v/��+v�. �1b�

In Eq. �1�, u�x , t� and v�x , t� stand for conversion and tem-
perature, respectively; u=1 implies zero reactant concentra-
tion.

Unless stated otherwise, the BCs that are used in all direct
numerical computations are Robin

auu + bu
�u

�x
= gu, avv + bv

�v
�x

= gv at x = 0, �2a�

and no-flux

�v
�x

= 0 at x = L , �2b�

where L is the physical domain size, and au,v, bu,v, and gu,v
are real constants. We use a specific form of Danckwerts type
�42�, that is at the inlet �x=0�

�au,bu,gu� = �1,0,0� , �2c�

and

�av,bv,gv� = �1,− 1/Pe,0� . �2d�

However, qualitatively similar results are obtained with other
BCs, for example Dirichlet BCs.

In the absence of spatial derivatives, Eq. �1� admits dis-
tinct uniform steady states �48�,

�u

v
� = � u0

v0 � Bu0/� � , �3�

as solutions of

Da =
u0

1 − u0
e−�u0/���/B+u0�.

In what follows, we set the Lewis number, Le=100, while
other parameters B=16.2, �=4, �=10 000 �see �42� for de-
tails�, and use the Damköhler number, Da, and the Péclet
number, Pe, as control parameters allowed to vary. Le is the
ratio of solid- to fluid-phase heat capacities, Pe is the ratio of
convective to conductive enthalpy fluxes, Da is the dimen-
sionless rate constant, and B stands for exothermocity. The
parameter choices and the BCs are considered as realistic
�42�.

Since Eq. �1� contains only one diffusive term, the Turing
mechanism that is known to operate in RD systems with two
diffusing subsets is excluded �1,49�. Nevertheless, numerical
integrations of Eq. �1�, with Danckwerts BCs, showed that
above a critical Pe value, an asymptotic SP pattern emerges
via an instability of the uniform state to TW �29�. An under-

standing of such behavior has been attempted by looking at a
weakly nonlinear reduction around a special point, referred
to as an “amplification threshold.” However, the phenom-
enon remains unclear since a formal center manifold cannot
be identified.

In the following, we show that a combination between
linear �assuming infinite domains� analysis of Eq. �1� and of
a reduced system in a comoving frame �on periodic domains�
provides the desired information about the origin of both TW
and SP states. Finally, we demonstrate that the role of BCs
on large domains is to select among the two types of solu-
tions, although mixed Robin BCs formally exclude the exis-
tence of spatially uniform states.

A. Linear theory

To analyze the primary instability of nonuniform states
and the effect of advection/diffusion we assume first an infi-
nite domain, i.e., neglecting BCs; we vary Pe while keeping
Da=0.2 for which �u0 ,v0���0.872,3.533�. A standard linear
stability analysis to infinitesimal periodic perturbations �1�

�u

v
� = �u0

v0
� + ��uk

vk
�e�t+ikx + c.c. + O��2� , �4�

yields two complex dispersion relations, �=���k�, where �
is the �complex� perturbation growth rate, k�0 is the wave-
number, and ��1. The two are computed numerically while
only �+�k� exhibits an oscillatory finite wavenumber Hopf
bifurcation at Pe=PeW, i.e., Re��+�k=kW�6.68��=0 and
Re��+�k��	0 otherwise, for details see the top inset in Fig.
1�a�.

The advective terms in Eq. �1� break the reflection sym-
metry of the finite wavenumber Hopf bifurcation, and the
emergence of counter propagating waves and standing waves
�50�. Instead only one type of waves is selected, correspond-
ing to the frequency 
�k�=
W� Im��+�kW���−0.0006 at
the onset. Under the above choice of parameters and beyond
PeW, the uniform state �on an infinite domain� is convectively
unstable to TW �21�.

B. Spatial bifurcation to traveling wave

As we showed above, the primary bifurcation is to TW;
thus the origin of the forming SP states under aperiodic BCs
�Fig. 1�b�� is hidden. To unfold the behavior of both TW and
SP, we need to show first existence, and thus consider Eq. �1�
in a comoving frame, �=x−ct,

du

d�
=

f�u,v� − u

1 − c
,

dv
d�

= w ,

dw

d�
= Pe��1 − cLe�w − Bf�u,v� + �v� . �5�

The negative sign before c was set since at the onset,
Im��+�kW��	0. Thus, solutions with c�0 �c	0� corre-
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spond to downstream �upstream� propagating waves.
The existence and the properties of nonuniform states can

be now approached via a spatial dynamics analysis �10–18�.
Linearization about the uniform state results in solutions
which admit

	u

v

w

 − 	u0

v0

0

 � e�, �6�

where the spatial eigenvalues  satisfy a third-order alge-
braic equation. At Pe=PeW and c=cW��
W� /kW�0.0009,

the three spatial eigenvalues are: �= � ikW and �0�R.
For Pe�PeW, ��C with Re���	0, corresponding to a
saddle focus �51–53�, while for Pe�PeW, ��C with
Re����0 corresponding to periodic orbits, i.e., TW in con-
text of Eq. �1�.

The branch of TW bifurcates supercritically from Pe
=PeW and computed on periodic domains using the numeri-
cal continuation package AUTO �54�, by two parameter varia-
tion �Pe,c� while the period �=�W�2� /kW remains fixed,
as shown in Fig. 1�a�. The results are presented in terms of a
norm that accounts both the field values and the derivatives
to better distinguish between distinct nonuniform solutions
�54�

N =�1

�


0

� �u2 + v2 + w2 + �du

d�
�2

+ �dv
d�
�2

+ �dw

d�
�2�d� .

�7�

Consequently, the domain period � becomes an effective
control parameter, implying the coexistence of other nonuni-
form states that are also solutions to Eq. �5�.

C. Spatial bifurcation to stationary periodic states

While the onset for SP solutions is absent via Eq. �4�, one
can study their onset in the context of Eq. �5�. These states
bifurcate in the same �supercritical� direction but from Pe
=PeH�15.387, which is exactly the so-called “amplification
threshold” discussed in �29�, corresponding to Re���kH��
=Im���kH��=0 �see bottom inset in Fig. 1�a��. In this case,
we employed variation in parameters �Pe,�� while the speed
was fixed to c=0, which is identical to SP states in the con-
text of Eq. �1�. Note that in general TW at Pe=PeH can
exceed the validity of small amplitude states.

III. BOUNDARY CONDITIONS AND SELECTION BY
SYMMETRY

Both the TW and the SP solutions discussed above arise
in supercritical bifurcations and thus expected to enslave the
spatiotemporal evolution that emerges from perturbations
around the uniform state �u0 ,v0�. Here we show that this is
indeed in a good agreement with integration of Eq. �1�, on
relatively large domains, i.e., L��.

Temporal stability computations show that TW are stable
to long-wavelength perturbations. The stability was com-
puted for large periodic domains, L=n�W, with integer n
�1 �until the onset didn’t change with n�, via a standard
numerical eigenvalue method using Eq. �1�, in a comoving
frame. Thus, with periodic BCs, x→x+n�, that preserve the
translational symmetry of Eq. �1�, the bifurcating down-
stream TW are readily stable while due to the convective
instability with purely no-flux BCs at the inlet �although non-
physical�, TW are swept from the domain leaving a uniform
state behind �28�.

On the other hand, on finite domains �not necessarily
L=n�� with a forced boundary that breaks the translational
symmetry, such as Danckwerts BCs, TW are transient: after
they emerge, they propagate toward the right boundary and
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FIG. 1. �Color online� �a� Bifurcation diagram for spatially ho-
mogeneous �u0 ,v0� steady states �solid �stable� and dashed �un-
stable� dark lines� and distinct spatially periodic �light lines� solu-
tions. All the solutions were computed using Eq. �5� at Da=0.2, and
represented in terms of N �see Eq. �7��, as a function of Pe. Trav-
eling waves �TW� emerge from a finite wavenumber Hopf bifurca-
tion at Pe=PeW�14.976 and �W�2� /kW�0.94. Stationary peri-
odic �SP� solutions emerge from Pe=PeH�15.387, for which
Re��+�kH��=Im��+�kH��=0. The branches of nonuniform states
were computed on periodic domains, L=�W for TW and for SP L
=� is varied with Pe. The insets represent the real �solid line� and
the imaginary �dashed line� parts of the respective dispersion rela-
tions at Pe=PeW and Pe=PeH. �b� Space-time plot where dark color
indicates larger v field values; Eq. �1� was integrated starting from
�u�x , t=0� ,v�x , t=0��= �u0 ,v0�, at Pe=20 with Danckwerts bound-
ary conditions �see Eq. �2��. �c� A Spatial profile of v�x� at t
=1700. The dashed �dotted� line indicates the corresponding single
period profile of SP �TW� state, obtained via the continuation
method �diamond symbols in �a��.
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disappear �see Fig. 1�b��. Instead these conditions select the
SP states which are unstable on periodic domains. We note
that since here standing-wave patterns are excluded �due to
the presence of differential advection�, also spatially local-
ized oscillations should not form, leading the SP patterns
�with possible defects� to be the only attractor of the system.
As such, formation of SP patterns does not require two dif-
fusing fields �a Turing type mechanism� �55�.

This mechanism is also supported by the profiles compari-
son of TW and of SP states obtained via direct integration of
Eq. �1� and by a continuation method, as represented in Fig.
1�c�. Thus, solutions’ properties of �1� are indeed result from
spatial instabilities in the comoving frame �5�, and the BCs
act as a selection mechanism. Importantly, below Pe=PeH,
SP cannot form and the solutions indeed show a spatially
oscillating decay from x=0 to the �u0 ,v0� at x=L due to the
complex eigenvalues with negative real parts.

IV. NONLINEAR BIFURCATIONS AND UPSTREAM
PROPAGATION

In the previous sections, we showed that the spatiotempo-
ral evolution is enslaved to downstream propagating TW due
to the supercritical property of the primary Hopf bifurcation.
However, Hopf bifurcation can be also of a subcritical �non-
linear� type, and as we will show, such an instability is re-
sponsible for the formation of upstream propagating TW.
Moreover, since a subcritical finite wavenumber Hopf bifur-
cation is related to the emergence of solitary waves �56�, we
provide a mechanistic identification of excitable region also
in our model.

A. Upstream propagating traveling waves

We start with a fix Pe=PeW and vary Da. Since Da con-
trols the uniform state �u0 ,v0� �see Fig. 2�a��, it allows for-
mation of an additional finite wavenumber Hopf bifurcation:
the top and the bottom uniform states go through a finite
wavenumber Hopf bifurcation at Da=DaW

�, and we refer to
the periodic bifurcating states as TW+ and TW−, respectively.

Unlike in the supercritical case �DaW
+ onset�, the onset of

TW−, admits Im��+�k��	0, for k�0 and Im��+�k=0��=0.
Furthermore, continuation �using �5�� from the onset �with
cW

− �0.007 at the onset�, reveals that the TW− branch extends
first toward small Da values, folds and extends toward large
Da values and after additional fold the branch terminates at
�u0 ,v0�, as shown in Fig. 2�a�. In the comoving frame this
termination is a Hopf bifurcation, however there is no bifur-
cation analog in the context of Eq. �1�. The two limiting
subcritical bifurcations, imply that the solutions along the
middle part of the branch are of large amplitude. Importantly,
the speed of TW− changes sign after the left saddle node,
Da�0, and thus, the branch that extends to large Da values
corresponds to upstream propagating TW with a period �W

−

�3.06�3�W
+ �see inset in Fig. 2�a��.

Again, direct numerical integration of Eq. �1� agrees with
the latter: a boundary perturbation �which is ‘large’� ad-
vected first with the flow �downstream�, but giving rise to
upstream propagating waves �see Figs. 2�b� and 2�c��.

Namely, above threshold perturbations will converge to the
coexisting large amplitude TW−. As in the previous section,
due to the use of Danckwerts BCs these upstream propagat-
ing waves are transient. Thus, formation of upstream waves
�TW−� cannot be attributed to a secondary instabilities of the
primary TW+ but rather to branch switching via a large am-
plitude �nonlinear� perturbation and as such could not be
anticipated nor understood via a weakly nonlinear analysis
around Da=DaW

+ �29,39�.

B. Excitability and solitary waves

Finally, we turn to an identification of spatially localized
states and solitary waves which as we show are intimately
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FIG. 2. �Color online� �a� Bifurcation diagram for coexisting
uniform �dark lines� and nonuniform �light lines� solutions, as a
function of Da at Pe�14.976. The two types of traveling waves,
TW�, bifurcate respectively from Da=DaW

+ =0.2 and DaW
−

�0.1264; the TW− have a longer period �W
− �3.06, as compared to

the TW+ ��W
+ ��W in Fig. 1�a��. The thick line represents SP states

that bifurcate from Da=DaH
+ �0.1987 and approach a homoclinic

orbit at Dahom�0.002 �a pulse state with L=�→��. Da=DaH
−

�0.1302 marks the second onset of stationary periodic states. The
branches of nonuniform states of Eq. �5� were computed numeri-
cally on periodic domains, L=�W

+ for TW+, L=�W
− for TW−, and for

SP L=� is varied �increased� as Da is decreased �see Fig. 3�. The
inset shows the stable parts �thick line� of TW� branches in terms
of c �see text for details�. �b� Space-time plot where dark color
indicates larger values of the v�x , t� field; integration of Eq. �1� as in
Fig. 1�b� at Da=0.136 and Pe=PeW. �c� Profile of v�x� at t=1070
�see �b��; dashed line indicates the corresponding single period pro-
file of TW− �diamond symbol in �a��.
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connected to the bifurcating SP states and can be anticipated
due to a subcritical nature of the upstream waves �TW−�, for
more details see �56�.

As in the first studied case, Pe variation, SP states also
bifurcate �in the same directions as the TW�� in respective
vicinities of Da=DaW

�. In Fig. 2�a� we mark the two onsets as
Da=DaH

� but present for simplicity only the branch that bi-
furcates from Da=DaH

+ . Computation of SP states results in
termination of the latter on a homoclinic orbit �a pulse state
where �→��, at Da�Dahom�0.002 �see thick �blue� line in
Fig. 2�a� and Fig. 3�. Termination at low Da values can be
also supported by the spatial eigenvalues configuration for
Da�DaW

− , i.e., the onset of a saddle focus �51–53�. Thus,
also other homoclinic orbits can be present, these correspond
to propagating solitary waves �c�0� or excitable pulses �see
Fig. 4�a��.

To capture these spatially localized solutions, we imple-
ment a homotopy method �54�: we initialize the continuation
scheme on a stationary localized state at Da=Dahom which
was obtained following the SP branch, fix a relatively large
period, and vary simultaneously Da and c. Figure 4�a� shows
the branches of upstream �c	0� and downstream �c�0�
propagating pulses. We find that the low amplitude pulses
�c�0� are unstable while the large amplitude pulses �c	0�
are stable. Above DaW

− , solitary waves cannot stabilize due to
a linear instability of the uniform state �see Fig. 2�a��. The
resulting branches do not change by a period increase.

To access the basin of attraction of the transient pulse we
induced a finite amplitude symmetric top-hat perturbation at
Da=0.1	DaW

− , which initially propagates downstream as a
small amplitude pulse and by reaching a critical amplitude,
changes the propagation direction, as shown in Fig. 4�b�; the
large amplitude profile is not dependent on the location of
the stimuli or extension of the domain size. Figure 4�c�
shows that the profile of a propagating pulse under Danck-
werts BCs �solid line� agrees with the profile obtained using
Eq. �5� on a periodic domain. Note that since v��� was com-
puted on a larger domain �L=24�, only part of it is plotted. In
addition, we emphasize that the profile discrepancy near the

inlet �x=0�, does not modify the excitable region in the far
field, that is far from the left boundary. Asymptotically the
pulse propagates toward the left boundary and arrests there,
so that in principle a finite period train can be generated near
the inlet by repetitive perturbations. The periodicity of such
bounded stationary states, corresponds to periodicity of the
coexisting SP states at the respective Da value �see Fig.
2�a��.

We note that upstream propagating excitable pulses have
been observed experimentally using distinct Belousov-
Zhabotinsky based chemical preparations �41,57,58�. Using
numerical simulations of FitzHugh-Nagumo model, it was
conjectured that the phenomenon underlines identical flow
and diffusion coefficients �58�. However, as we mechanisti-
cally showed a model with two diffusing fields is not a pre-
requisite for excitable behavior in RDA media.
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row�; integration of Eq. �1� as in Fig. 1�b� at Da=0.1 and
Pe=PeW. �c� Profile of v�x� at an intermediate time, where the
dashed line indicates the corresponding profile of a pulse v���, ob-
tained by continuation �diamond symbol in �a��.
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V. CONCLUSIONS

In this study, we showed that the fundamental spatiotem-
poral behavior in RDA systems with mixed Robin BCs, can
be efficiently deduced by properties of spatially periodic and
localized solutions that are present in a comoving coordinate
system on periodic domains, i.e., employing ideas from spa-
tial dynamics and the use of a numerical continuation such as
the AUTO package �54�. These methods extend the results
obtained via weakly nonlinear analysis �29,37–40�, and thus,
allowed us a mechanistic exploration in the fully nonlinear
regime. Moreover, we showed that the basic bifurcations are
already present in a nonlinear RDA model with only one
diffusive field. The latter provides a distinct rationale since in
the absence of a differential advection, finite wavenumber
bifurcations �stationary or oscillatory� cannot occur. The
main results can be summarized as following:

�i� Under certain conditions, BCs that break the symmetry
of TW �here of Danckwerts type, i.e., Eq. �2��, mainly act to
select SP states: once the translational symmetry of Eq. �1� is
broken �by the BCs�, SP states may asymptotically stabilize,
providing the existence of a Hopf bifurcation in a comoving
reference frame with c=0 �see Sec. III�.

�ii� The presence of a subcritical finite wavenumber Hopf
bifurcation gives rise to upstream propagating periodic and
solitary waves �see Sec. IV�. Such details allowed us to ex-
plain the speed reversal of TW which is associated with sub-
criticality �nonlinear instability� of one of the Hopf bifurca-
tions and thus to a distinct family of waves. The solitary
waves are asymmetric homoclinic orbits in space, and act as
generic organizing centers of �nonuniform� spatial solutions
�51–53�.

�iii� The mechanism behind SP states does not stem from
a Turing type instability: in systems such as �1� there is a

single diffusion term, and thus the onset of SP patterns in
system �5� is not of a reversible Hopf �i.e., preserving x
→−x symmetry� type as in the Turing case �49�. In addition,
properties of solitary waves which are irreversible ho-
moclinic orbits in space, are generic solutions of a three
component ODE, which results from a two component PDE
with a single diffusion. Consequently, these results imply
that the mechanisms behind generic formation of SP states
and excitable pulses, do not require two diffusing fields.

All the above, present both rich and complex mechanisms
that shape the formation of RDA patterns. Naturally, many
further questions arise about the secondary bifurcations, sen-
sitivity to initial conditions vs the domain size. However
these are beyond the scope of this paper and addressed in a
companion paper �59�.

We find the generation of solitary waves and finite peri-
odic trains near the inlet in a cross-flow reactor �an analog to
hot spot arrays�, to be of high technological importance.
Moreover, due to the organization around nonlinear bifurca-
tions, the results appear as model independent and indeed
were numerically found in diversity of simple RDA models
�22–36�. Thus, we hope that the insights provided here will
trigger further technological explorations of physicochemical
systems �20,41,42,46,57,58,60�, and inspire ideas to biologi-
cal �43–45,61–63� and ecological �47�, applications.
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